RULES AND REGULATIONS

1. FORMATION OF TEAMS — Teams are made up of four (4) bowlers with at least one (1) female bowler in each team. Entry fee per team will be: $65.00. The fee will cover shoe rental, entry into the Strike Lotto Pot, and the first, second, and third prizes.

2. GAMES — There will be a total of three (3), ten (10), frame games for each bowler.

3. SCORING — The scores will be based on the scratch scores provided by each bowler in the three (3) games. There are no handicaps and at the end of each game a scorekeeper will verify the final bowlers’ and team’s scores before clearing the screen.

4. LATE BOWLERS — If a bowler arrives before the fourth (4th) frame of the first (1st) game, the bowler can then make-up his / her missed frames, consecutively until he / she has caught up to the team’s current frame number. If the bowler arrives after the fourth (4th) frame, the bowler will wait till the end of his / her team’s game and his / her score will be based upon the team’s overall average score for the first (1st) game. The bowler can then enter into the following games. This rule is for the courtesy of the other bowlers, so that game play is not detained.

5. SUBSTITUTE BOWLERS — There are only three (3) substitute bowlers allowed per team, and must follow the Formation of the Teams rule. At least one (1) female bowler per team. If a substitute must be made within the team’s roster, the substitute bowler must identify himself / herself
before bowling. His / her name will then be added to the team’s roster.

6. **Absentee Bowler** – If a substitute bowler cannot be found or provided, then the score of the absentee bowler(s) will be averaged into the score of the overall team. Their three (3) games will be based on the overall team’s average score and then will be added into the final score. (The average score of the team, after all three (3) games, will be the absentee’s score after three (3) games)

7. **Winners** – 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place teams will be awarded according to the total score after all three games. The team with the highest score will be declared the winner, as well as the next two (2) highest scores for the 2nd and 3rd place awards.

8. **Tie Breakers** – In the event of a tie for 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place, meaning more than one (1) team has the same score, the team with the highest score in their last game (the 3rd game) is declared the winner.

9. **Strike Lotto Pot** – The STRIKE LOTTO POT is the money awarded to the team with the most strikes in all three (3) games combined.

10. **Prizes** – The 1st place team will be awarded a trophy, in which they will be required to defend at the next tournament. There will also be trophies for the 2nd and 3rd place teams.

Check-In will be from 12:00 PM to 12:45 PM. Bowling will begin at 1:00 PM. DON’T BE LATE!!!! Location is at the AMC Bowlerland. Please RSVP by **October 26th**, 2001.

For more information contact Joel Mankey at (805) 497-9953 or Brian Santo at (805) 527-5445, cell (805) 404-3845.